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Documentation framework based on Sphinx that allows to customer-specific documentation integrated with tryton documentation.

- Extended depending on the modules installed
- Can add field names and other information as translated in tryton
- Creates screenshots

Sphinx plugins:

- https://pypi.python.org/pypi/trydoc
- https://pypi.python.org/pypi/sphinxcontrib-inheritance/
Let’s use it!

It’s well documented

Nan·tic already has a full time employee working almost only on creating great documentation (only in Spanish)

Targeted to processes and questions
Examples
BAsic Business Intelligence

- Users can create their own dynamic tables
- It creates charts
  - Quickly create line charts
  - Quickly create bar charts
  - Quickly create pie charts
BAsic Business Intelligence

- Takes advantage of the new chart colors in 3.4
New stuff:

- It works!
- Scheduler
- Can use celery for running jobs in the background
- Several modules available: babi_account, babi_sale_opportunity...
- We aim to add filters and expressions to our new modules
BAsic Business Intelligence

(Do not forget to mention it has charts)
Quick note about gal
(it’s not all about charts, data is important too)
BAsic Business Intelligence

Demo (with charts)
Questions?
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http://www.NaN-tic.com